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Capella University Launches DBA with FlexPath
Earn your Doctor of Business Administration with the groundbreaking
FlexPath learning format from Capella University.
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With over 25 years of providing doctoral education, Capella University has never
stopped innovating. With groundbreaking programs that work for the unique
needs of our students. And now with our revolutionary FlexPath learning format,
earning your Doctor of Business Administration degree at Capella is more
convenient than ever. FlexPath lets you set your own deadlines, control your
costs and leverage your experience to move faster. This program is designed for
students interested in taking their career to the next level to reach higher within
their organization, to become a business consultant or even an educator.
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Taught by experienced scholar practitioners, our DBA students develop the skills
they need to reach their personal and professional goals. This accredited program
features a capstone research project where students solve real world problems
and respond to actual business scenarios for in-depth learning that they can use
both personally and professionally. And you’ll tackle your capstone early on. No
need to wait until the end of your program for this valuable experience.
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Faculty mentors will guide you through your program. You’ll have a support
team every step of the way, committed to helping you reach the highest level
of business. Capella’s puts students in control, in a position to succeed in their
careers and reach their personal goals. In my experience, the business world is
changing all of the time. It’s rapidly evolving, demanding more and more from
students. A DBA from Capella University helps students get the skills they need to
make an impact.
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You’ll expand your leadership, contributing new ideas and building skills on your
schedule, while controlling your costs. If you have the desire to inspire change
within your organization and put your passion into action, earn your DBA degree
with FlexPath, only from Capella.
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